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Learning Objectives: 
Upon completion, participants will be able to describe: 

1. Recent evidence related to functional mobility and falls for lower limb prosthesis users, 
2. The level of physical function impairment associated with lower limb orthosis users, 
3. Advances in current cranial remolding orthosis care, and 
4. Differences in upper extremity prosthesis user function. 

 
Why is this session needed- 
There is a greater emphasis than ever before on population health management. This is a challenging concept for niche 
populations such as those requiring orthotic and prosthetic care. A lack of understanding of the associated clinical 
effectiveness in real-world environments of orthotic and prosthetic rehabilitation and the associated modalities 
undermine the value of rehabilitation of this population. Subsequently, the ability to provide optimal care for these 
individuals risks being leveled by policy changes favorable to conditions more prevalent. However, recent efforts to 
implement common core outcome measures combined with advanced data analytic techniques is affording an 
investigation into the impact of the different types of care provided to patients that rely our O&P services. The resulting 
series of publications that have stemmed from this work available to all providers enhances orthotists’ and prosthetists’ 
ability to protect and advance the care of their patients. The manuscripts and analyses stemming from the real-world 
evidence being captured is providing arrows for clinicians to add to their quiver; this session will equip clinicians to use 
the arrows to their advantage. 
 
Description- 
This session will review recent publications examining the clinical benefits as well as the economic impact from orthotic 
and prosthetic rehabilitation. The benefit of the studies presented includes the large-sample populations, consequently 
providing real-world information at a population level. Historically, the evolution of orthotic and prosthetic care has had 
to rely on the anecdotal experiences of a vocal few, or worked to translate small laboratory-based studies into 
meaningful information for the real-world user. The studies covered in this session will provide new meaning to 
population health management for the orthosis and prosthesis user and ensure attendees are well-suited to continue to 
provide best care for their patients. 
 
Presentation Outline-  
-  Overview and Introductions   
- Outcomes advancing Real World Evidence in Orthotic and Upper Extremity Prosthetic Care   
- Outcomes advancing Real World Evidence in Lower Extremity Prosthetic Care   
- Outcomes differentiating O&P Care with Outcomes Rather than Features   
- Discussion and Questions 
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